MAZAK CORPORATION

BUSINESS SITUATION

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Mazak Corporation, with US headquarters in
Kentucky, is a leading manufacturer of advanced
technology solutions and manufacturing automation
systems. Through their innovative solutions and
comprehensive service, they are committed to
improving quality and productivity for their
customers.
Mazak was experiencing organizational silos stitched
together with no-longer-supported Lotus Notes and
knew they needed a modern solution that could
combine their customer and field service data. As the
organization looked to make transformational
changes, they realized they needed an updated
modern platform with a configured solution rather
than a system that required custom development.

SOLUTION

MCA Connect was engaged to help support Mazak’s
transformational goals through the Microsoft
Dynamics 365 platform. Their original overall need
was for a field service solution that provided web
support for internal users, a mobile service
application to be used in the field, and a web portal
for dealers and distributors in their sales channel.
MCA Connect’s industry focus, project approach,
delivery success, and breadth of services covering
Dynamics 365, Azure, and Power BI were clear
differentiators for selection.

AT-A-GLANCE
Mazak was experiencing organizational
silos stitched together with no-longersupported Lotus Notes and knew they
needed a modern solution that could
combine their customer and field
service data.
The Solution
The efficient, 5-month deployment of
Dynamics 365 for Field Service quickly
increased Mazak’s field efficiency by
providing web support for users and
mobile applications for their field use.

Microsoft and MCA Connect presented an integrated field service solution that provided
immediate transformation using out-of-the-box capabilities with a clear path to future
business process change. The efficient, 5-month deployment of Dynamics 365 for Field
Service quickly increased Mazak’s field efficiency by providing web support for users and
mobile applications for their field use. The easy integration of Field Service into their
systems also empowered Mazak to reduce the work to cash cycle, enable collaboration
across silos, measure organizational performance, and provide service data access for key
external stakeholders.

RESULTS

Following the successful outcome of the Field Service implementation and the
relationships that had developed within Mazak leadership, opportunities for
continued growth and transformation flourished within Mazak. These opportunities
include Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance, Manufacturing Analytics, MCA Connect’s
Azure-based data warehouse ‘DataCONNECT’ visualized with Power BI, and a second
phase for a more automated Field Service solution that will bring additional licensing
and services revenue for the next three or more years.
MCA Connect and Microsoft look forward to continuing our work with Mazak and
watching the business continue to succeed with the Dynamics 365 platform and Azure
analytics. At MCA Connect, we strive to create exceptional client value through
innovative strategic services and Microsoft solutions. By demonstrating the depth of
our industry knowledge, application expertise and team’s capabilities, we know we
can consistently produce a strong return on investment for all technology buyers,
illustrated by our recent win at Mazak Corporation.

ABOUT MCA CONNECT
MCA Connect has been an award-winning Microsoft partner for more than a decade.
When you combine Microsoft software with MCA Connect’s expertise, your technology
becomes a strategic asset that sets you apart from competition.
Named Microsoft’s #1 US Dynamics Manufacturing Partner, our industry expertise and
tailored solutions enable us to provide greater, comprehensive value from industry
accelerators to IoT Analytics and more.

To learn more about our capabilities or how we can bring value
to your organization, contact us at Solutions@MCAConnect.com
or 1-866-622-0669.
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